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1. Introduction 
In [2, 9], the concept of alternation has been introduced as a natural extension 
of the concept of nondeterminism. Intuitively, once we can think of a nondeterminis- 
tic machine as an automaton all of whose configurations are existential, it is natural 
to generalize by distinguishing between existential and universal configurations. A 
configuration a is universal if all computations tarting from a are accepting 
computations. The concept of existential configurations i the standard one. The 
effect of alternation was studied in the context of computational complexity, finite 
automata, and (one-way and two-way) pushdown (and stack) automata 
[2, 3, 9, 14, 17]. Some applications of alternation have been considered in algebra 
[1, 10], in analysis of propositional dynamic logic [8] and combinatorial games 
[12,18]. 
In this paper we discuss the effect of alternation on several varieties of tree 
automata. With respect o each class of automata we distinguish the following four 
subclasses: 
(i) alternating automata--allowing the full power of alternation, 
(ii) nondeterministic automata--all configurations are existential, 
(iii) universal automata--all configurations are universal, 
(iv) deterministic automata--the transition function is a partial function. 
An a priori inclusion relationship between these four features is shown in Fig. 
1. For some types of automata, nondeterminism and universality turn out to be 
incomparable, while for others the whole diagram 'collapses into determinism'. 
The paper consists of seven sections including the introduction. In the next 
section we recall some standard notation from tree language theory and in Section 
3 we discuss alternating (one-way) top-down automata. For these automata we 
prove the equivalence of universality and determinism. Alternation and nondeter- 
minism are also equivalent, but this will be proved in Section 5. In Section 4 we 
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Fig. 1. 
consider alternating two-way finite tree automata. In this case, universality and 
nondeterminism are incomparable and the diagram of Fig. 1 is correct. In Sections 
5 and 6 we discuss two types of alternating two-way pushdown tree automata. In 
Section 5 we study the synchronized type [7, 13] and in Section 6 we study the 
backtracking type [11]. In both cases we show that alternation is equivalent to 
determinism. The motivation for alternating two-way push-down tree automata 
comes from their connection to generalized syntax-directed translation for the 
synchronized type [7], and to the attribute grammars for the backtracking type [ 11]. 
In Section 7 we summarize our results. 
2. Preliminaries 
An alphabet 27 is ranked if 27 = Uk~k where each 27k is a finite set and, only for 
a finite number of k's, 27k ~ ~. Elements of -Yk are said to be of rank k. Given a 
ranked alphabet 27, the set of trees over 27, denoted T~, can be considered as a 
language over the alphabet 27 u {(, )} recurs ively defined as follows: 
(i) 27o___ T~, 
(ii) if k~ l ,  or ~ 27k, and t l , . . . ,  tk E Tz, then tr(tx.., tk)E T~. 
Let 27 be a ranked alphabet and let S be a set of symbols or trees. The set of 
trees over 27 indexed by S, denoted Tx[S], is recursively defined as follows: 
(i) Su  270--- T~[S], 
(ii) if k~ l ,  or E 27k, and t~,..., tkE Tx[S], then tr(t~.., tk)E Tr[S]. 
Let X = {x~, x2,.. .} be an infinite set of variables. These are used in the production 
rules of top-down tree automata. 
For any set S, ~(S)  (~an(S)) denotes the set of all (finite) subsets of S. 
3. Alternating one-way top-down tree automata 
Parallel (one-way) top-down tree automata, nondeterrninistic and deterministic, 
are well known [4, 5, 6, 15, 16, 19, 20]. The relations between these are also well 
known: the nondeterministic automata characterize a class of tree languages called 
RECOG and they are more powerful than the deterministic automata. Here we 
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generalize by introducing alternation (and universality). It turns out that alternating 
and nondeterministic top-down tree automata re equipment; the same holds for 
universal and deterministic top-down automata. 
We proceed to the definitions. 
Definition 3.1. An alternating (one-way) top-down tree automaton (atta) is a construct 
M = (Q, U, qo, -Y, R) where Q is a finite nonempty set of states, U c_ Q is the set of 
universal states (states in Q-  U are called existential states), qo ~ Q is the initial 
state, Z is a ranked input alphabet, and R is a finite set of rules of the form 
q(~r(xl.. .  Xk))'-> cr(ql(xl) . . ,  qk(Xk)), where k t> 0, ~r ~ 2k, and q, q l , . . . ,  qk ~ Q. 
An instantaneous description (ID) of M on a tree t in T~ is a tree in the set 
Tr [Q( Tz)], where Q(Tz) is the set of trees {q(t) lq ~ Q, t~ T~.} (here we view states 
as having rank 1). qo(t) is the initial ID of M on t, and trees in T~ are the accepting 
ID's. For two ID's s and r we write s t--Mr if there is a rule q(tr(x l . . .  Xk))-" 
o'(q~(x~) .. .  qk(Xk))in R such that r is obtained from s by replacing a subtree of 
s of the form q(tr(t~.., tk)) for certain t~, . . . ,  tk~ T.r by ~r(q~(tl)... qk(tk)). Given 
~M, ~-* is the reflexive, transitive closure of ~-u. 
A computation tree of  M on t is a finite, nonempty tree labeled by ID's of M (on 
t) and satisfying the following properties. 
(i) The root of the tree is labeled by the initial ID of M on t: qo(t). 
(ii) Let n be an internal node of the tree'labeled by an ID s and let q(o' (h. . ,  tk)) 
be a subtree of s (at node ~) for some o- ~ Zk and t~, . . . ,  tk ~ T~. Let r~, . . . ,  r,,, be 
all the rules in R that have q(~r(x~... Xk)) as a left-hand side and denote by si the 
ID obtained from s by application of rule ri at node 7r of s. 
(a) If q is a universal state (in U), then n will have m sons n l , . . . ,  nm labeled 
respectively by the ID's s l , . . . ,  Sin. 
(b) If q is an existential state (in Q-  U), then n will have a single son n' labeled 
by one of the ID's s~, 1 ~ i <~ m. 
An accepting computation tree of M on t is a computation tree of M on t whose 
leaves are all labeled by accepting ID's. M accepts the tree t if there exists an 
accepting computation tree of M on t. The tree language defined by M is L(M)= 
{ t ~ Tz I M accepts t}. An atta is universal (utta) if U = Q and it is nondeterministic 
(ntta) if U = 0. An atta is deterministic (dtta) if for all k I> 0, ~ ~ 2;k, and q ~ Q, there 
is at most one rule with left-hand side q(~(x~ ...  Xk)). Names for the various classes 
of automata defined above are obtained by capitalizing all the letters, e.g., the class 
of all universal top-down tree automata is denoted by UTTA. The names of the 
families of tree languages defined by these classes of automata re obtained by 
changing the last letter "A"  of the automata-class name to "L";  for example, ATI'L 
is the family of tree languages recognizable by automata in ATTA. We shall keep 
those notational conventions throughout the paper. 
Definition 3.2. The class of tree languages NTLL will be denoted by RECOG. A 
tree language L in RECOG is said to be recognizable. 
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We now show that the features of universality and determinism are equivalent 
for ATTA's. 
Theorem 3.3. DTI'L = UTI'L. 
ProoL Clearly, it suffices to prove UTI'L__ DTFL. We use a simple subset construc- 
tion as follows. Let M = (Q, Q, qo, -Y, R) be a utta; the corresponding dtta is N = 
(~(Q),  ~(Q) ,  {qo},-Y,/~) where the new rules are derived from the old ones as 
follows: 
(i) For QoC_Q and or~-'~k, Qo(or (x l . . .Xk ) )Oor (Q l (x l ) . . .Qk(Xk) )  is in /~ 
where the Qi (i I> 1) are subsets of Q with qi e Q~ if[ there is a q e Qo such that 
q(or (x l  . . . Xk))  ~ Or(. . .  q i (x i )  . . .) is a rule in R. 
(ii) For Qo - Q and or ~ -Yo, Qo(Or) ~ or is in/~ iff for every q ~ Qo the rule q(or) ~ Or 
is in R. 
It is easy to see that L(M)  = L (N) .  [] 
The recognizable tree language 
{os.  I 
is known not to be in DTI'L. Thus, for ATI'L's we obtain the inclusion diagram of 
Fig. 2. A broken line means an inclusion not yet proved to be either proper or 
equality. In the case of ATI'L we shall prove equality in Section 5. 
ATI 'L  
NTlrL = RECOG 
U'I'TL = DTrL  
Fig. 2. 
Remark. Although it is not clear how to define alternating bottom-up automata, we 
may define the universal class in a natural way. By an easy subset construction we 
can show that universal bottom-up tree automata re equivalent to the deterministic 
version and hence exactly recognize RECOG. 
4. Alternating two-way finite tree automata 
Nondeterministic and universal two-way finite tree automata have been introduced 
and studied in [11, 13]. In this section we generalize these concepts by introducing 
alternation. 
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Definition 4.1. An alternating two-way finite tree automaton (2ata) is a construct 
M = (Q, U, ,Y, 8, qo, F) ,  where Q is a finite nonempty set of states, U c_ Q is the set 
of universal states (states in Q - U are called existential states), ,Y is a ranked input 
alphabet, qo e Q is the initial state, F_  Q is the set of accepting states, and 8 is the 
transition function 8:Qx ,Y ,~(QxD) ,  where D={-1 ,0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,m)  with m 
being the maximal i such that -Yi # 0. 8 satisfies the condition that, for every q ~ Q 
and every a ~ "Yk (0 <~ k<~ m), (p, i) ~ 8(q, a) implies -1  <~ i<~ k~ 
An instantaneous description ( ID) of M on a tree t in Tz is a triple of  the form 
(q, n, t) where q ~ Q, t e T~ and n is a node of t or to. A universal (existential) ID 
is an ID (q, n, t) with q ~ U (q ~ Q - U). An accepting (rejecting) ID is one in which 
q ~ F (q ~ Q - F)  and n = to. The initial ID is (qo, r, t) with r being the root of t. 
We next define the computation relation ~m between ID's of M. I f  I = (q, to, t), 
then there is no ID J for which I F-M J. For n # to, 
(q, n, t)~-M (p, n', t) 
if (p, i)~ 8(q, a) where a is a label of n and n' is given by the following self- 
explanatory code: 
n' := if i =-1  then if n = root-of(t) then to 
else father(n) 
else if i = 0 then n 
else ith-son-of(n). 
The reflexive, transitive closure of t--m is denoted by t - * .  
A computation tree of M on t is a nonempty (not necessarily finite) tree labeled 
by ID's of M (on t) and satisfying the following properties: 
(i) The root of the tree is labeled by the initial ID of M on t. 
(ii) I f  n is an internal node of the tree and label[n] (the ID labeling the node 
n) is an existential ID, then n has a single son n' and its label must satisfy 
label[n] F-M label[n']. 
(iii) I f  n is an internal node of the tree, label[n] is a universal ID and 
{I l label[n] t -mI}={I1 , . . . ,  Ik}, then n has k sons n l , . . . ,  nk such that, for each 
1 <~ i <~ k, label[n] t-- u I /= label[ ni]. 
An accepting (rejecting) computation tree of M on t is a finite computation tree 
of M on t whose leaves are (not) all labeled by accepting ID's. The automaton M 
accepts the tree t if there exists an accepting computation tree of M on t. The tree 
language accepted by M is L(M)={t~ T~ I M accepts t}. A 2ata is a universal 
two-way tree automaton (2uta) if U = Q and it is a nondeterministic two-way tree 
automaton (2nta) if U =t3; these two classes of automata were defined in [11] and 
[13] respectively. Deterministic two-way tree automata (2dta) are obtained from 
2ata's by requiring that the transition function is a partial function. Names for the 
various classes of automata defined above are obtained by capitalizing the letters, 
and the names of the families of tree languages characterized by these varieties of 
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tree automata re obtained by changing the last letter of automata-class name from 
"A" to "L", exactly as in Section 3. 
Example 4.2. Let Z = ?o u ?2, where Zo = {a, b} and 22 = {A}. Define a tree language 
L={te Tr lall leaves of t are labeled by a}. 
(i) The 2uta M= ({q, d, p}, {q, d, p}, ?, 8, q, {p}), where 8(q, A)= {(q, 1), (q, 2)}, 
8(q, a) = {(p, -1)}, 8(q, b) = {(d, -1)}, 8(p, A) = {(p, -1)}, and 8(d, A)={(d, -1)} 
accepts exactly L. 
(ii) The 2nta N = ({q, d, p}, 0, ?, 8, q, {d}) accepts exactly/], the complement of L. 
In [13] it was shown that/]  is not in 2DTL and that L is not in 2NTL. In [11] 
it is shown that / [  is not in 2UTL. Since, by Example 4.2, L is in 2UTL and/.: is in 
2NTL, it follows that 2NTL and 2UTL are incomparable and so the inclusion 
diagram of Fig. 3 is correct. 
2ATL / \  
2NTL 2UTL 
2DTL 
Fig. 3. 
Lemma 4.3. 2UTL u 2NTL is properly included in 2ATL. 
Proof. Take ,~ = {^, v, T, F} where Zo = {T, F} and ?2 = {a, v}. Each tree in T~ 
represents a propositional formula with truth values (assuming T means 'true' and 
F means 'false') as atoms. The language L r= {t ~ T~ Ivalue of t is 'true'} is accepted 
by the following 2ata M = ({q, e, u, p,f}, {u}, ?, 8, q, {p}), where 8(q, ^ ) = {(u, 0)}, 
8(q, v ) = {(e, 0)}, 8(q, T) = {(p, -1)}, B(q, F) = {(f, -1)}, 8(u, A ) = 6(e, v) = {(q, 1), 
(q, 2)}, 8(p,^)=8(p, v)={(p,--1)}, and 8(f, ^ )=  8(f, v)={(f , -1)}.  
L-r can be shown not to be in 2NTL or 2UTL by exactly the same methods that 
were used to show that languages L and /.: are not in 2NTL and 2UTL (see 
respectively [13, Theorem 5.5] and [11, Lemma 3.4]). [] 
Now we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. ATTL~ 2ATL. 
Proof. Let M=(Q,U,  qo,?,R) be an atta. We construct a 2ata, N= 
(Qu Pu{qF}, Uv  P, X,, 8, qo, {qF}) as follows. Let q(o'(xl.., xk)) be the left-hand 
side of some rule in R and let tr(qil(xl).., qik(x~)), 1<- i<~ m, be all its right-hand 
sides. Introduce m new universal states Pl , . . . ,  Pm and the following transitions: 
B(q, tr)={(p,,O),... ,(pm, O)}, 8(p,,cr)={(q,,,1),...,(q~k,k)}, l<~i<~m, 
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such that q is universal in N iff it is universal in M. For q ~ Q and tr ~ Zo, if q(oQ --> 
is in R, then we let 8(q, g )= {(qF,--1)}. Finally, we add 8(qF, Or)= {(qF,--1)} for 
every tr ~ ,Y. Repeating this procedure for every possible left-hand side of a rule of 
R, we obtain the set P of new states (all universal) as well as the transition function 
& It is easy to see that N faithfully simulates M and that L(N)= L(M). The 
theorem now follows. [] 
Exactly the same proof applies if the original automaton M is utta; N is then a 
2uta. 
Corollary 4.5. UTI 'L_  2UTL. 
5. Alternating two-way synchronized pushdown tree automata 
Two-way pushdown tree automata have the control structure of two-way finite 
tree automata while the operation of their storage, the pushdown, is synchronized 
with the movements of the automaton up and down the tree. We consider two 
different mechanisms for achieving synchronization. One, first studied in [7] in the 
context of tree transducers (see also [13]) will be the subject of this section; the 
other was introduced in [11] and it will be discussed in the next section. We study 
the effect of alternation and universality on these automata. 
Definition 5.1. An alternating two-way synchronized pushdown tree automaton (2as- 
pta) is a construct M = (Q, U, ,Y, F,/~, qo, Zo, F), where Q is a finite nonempty set 
of states, U _c Q is the set of universal states (states in Q - U are called existential 
states), ~ is a ranked input alphabet, F is a pushdown alphabet, qo ~ Q is the initial 
state, Zo e F is the bottom (initial) pushdown symbol, F c_ Q is the set of accepting 
states, and 8 is the transition function 8: Q x ,Y x F -> ~ (Q x D), where D = {-  1 } u 
{(0, Y) I Y E F} u {(i, "ylT2) l 1 <~ i <~ m, y~, ')/2 E F} with m being the maximal j with 
-Yj # 0. Intuitively, D specifies the direction of move and the pushdown instruction: 
-1  means "move up on the tree and simultaneously pop the pushdown", (0, y) 
means "stay at the same node on the tree and simultaneously replace the top of the 
stack by Y" and (i, TIT2) means "'move down to the ith son on the tree and 
simultaneously replace the top cell of the pushdown by two cells yl y2"; in the last 
case, )'1 is the new top of the pushdown. 
An instantaneous description (ID) of M on a tree t in T~ is a quadruple of the 
form (q, a,/3, t) where q ~ Q, a is a simple path: a = (n l , . . . ,  nl,) with nl the root 
of t, nk the node currently scanned, and ni÷l the son of ni in t (1 ~ i < k), /3 = 
y l . . -  7k ~ F* is the contents of the pushdown store (7i ~ F). A universal (existential) 
ID is an ID (q, a,/3, t) with q~ U (q~ Q-U) ;  it is accepting (rejecting) if 
a=( ) ,  /3-A,  and q~F (q~Q-F) .  Let I=(q , (n l , . . . ,nk ) ,y~, t )  and J - -  
(p, (n~, . . . ,  nt), f12, t) be two ID's with nk labeled by o- and y~ F. Then, I ~-MJ if 
either of the following holds: 
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(1) (p, (j, Y~T2)) e 8(q, cr, T); /32 = T:Y2fl,, l= k+ 1, and nl is the jth (j~> 1) son 
of  73 k. 
(2) (p, (0, Yl))~ 8(q, tr, T); f12 = Tiffs, l=  k, and nz = nk. 
(3) (p , -1 )eS(q ,  tr, y); fl2=fl~, /=k- l ,  and nt=nk_~ if k> l ;  if k= l ,  then 
I=(q, (n~),y , t ) t -MJ=(p,( ) ,  A, t). 
The reflexive, transitive closure of ~-M is denoted by ~-*. The concepts of 
computation tree, accepting (rejecting) computation tree (of M on t), acceptance 
and the tree language recognized by a 2as-pta are defined exactly as in the section 
on alternating two-way finite tree automata (Section 4), except hat configurations 
now are different. Also, the four varieties of automata, their names and the classes 
of languages they characterize are defined in an analogous fashion. For example, 
2US-PTL is the family of all tree languages recognizable by 2us-pta's, universal 
two-way synchronized pushdown tree automata. 
From Theorem 4.4 it follows that NTrL= RECOGc_ ATTLc_ 2ATL. It is also 
known that NTrL= RECOG = 2NS-PTL [13, Theorem 6.2] and it is obvious that 
2ATL_c 2AS-PTL. We will now show 2AS-PTLc 2NS-PTL, implying that all these 
classes are equal (to RECOG). 
Our proof will be based on a simulation of a 2as-pta by a 2ns-pta. We will need 
some notation. Let M = (Q, U, ,~, F, 8, qo, Zo, F) be a 2as-pta. Recall that Q x D is 
the set of all instructions of M and let D '= D-{ -1} ;  then ~(Q x D') is the set of 
all sets of instructions, excluding 'move-up' instructions. We define a new alphabet 
A = {(tb, s, z ) lee~(QxD' ) , sc  Q, zer}  
and a 2ns-pta 
N = (~(Q), ~, ,~, A, g, {q0}, (0, 0, Zo), ~(F ) -  {~}), 
where ~ will be defined by means of a program written in pidgin-ALGOL (together 
with some English expressions). Symbols in the pushdown store are of the form 
(¢, s, z), where ~b e ~(Q x D'), s c Q, and z e F; we will have four variables ¢, S, 
Z, and tr ranging respectively over ~(Q x D'), ~(Q) ,  F, and 2:, and they will always 
refer to the respective values of the three components of the topmost pushdown 
symbol and the label of the currently scanned node of the input tree. 
Suppose 8(q, tr, A )={(p l ,  (il, a~)) , . . . ,  (Pk, (ik, ak)), (q~,- -1) , . . . ,  (q,,--1)}, 
where ij >t 0 (1 <~j ~< k). We will use the following two functions: 
Dows(8(q,  or, A) )= {(p~, (i~, a l ) ) , . . . ,  (Pk, (ik, ak))}, 
Ue(8(q, tr, A)) = {q~,. . . ,  q~}. 
The function Cnoos~(B) nondeterministically chooses an element of the set B. The 
pushdown store is initialized to (0, I~, Zo). 
N simulates M by storing in the pushdown all the moves that still have to be 
taken. At any node of the input tree, N first tries all the computations down the 
tree (using the first component of the current pushdown symbol) and only when 
those are exhausted, N moves up in state that is the second component of the 
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pushdown symbol. Procedure UPDATE updates these two components taking into 
account he universal or existential nature of states. 
Procedure UPDATr.(q) 
if q ~ U then 4' *- d~ u DowN(8(q, o-, Z)); 
s,- su  Up(8(q, z)) 
else / /q  existential// 
m *- CHOOSE(6(q, o', Z)); 
if m e UP(8(q, tr, z)) and m = (p, -1) then S*  Su  {p} 
else ~b~ ~bw{m} 
fi 
fi 
end UPDATE 
/ /ma in  program//  
UPDATE(q0); 
while STACK nonempty do 
ease ~ of  
= 0-* pop pushdown and simultaneously move up in state S; 
for q ~ S do UPDATE(q) od; 
0-~ m = (p, (i, a)) ~ CHOOSE(~); 
i f  i =0 then Z~ a; UPDATE(p) 
else let a = Yl Y2; Z ~ Y2; 
move down to the ith son in state { p} 
and simultaneously push (0, 0, yl); 
UPDATE ( p ) 
fi 
esac  
od 
We leave it to the reader to convince oneself that this program correctly simulates 
M and can be realized by a transition function ~ of a 2ns-pta. We have now proved 
the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.2. 2AS-PTL r 2NS-PTL. 
Corollary 5.3. 2ATL = NTrL  = ATrL = 2NS-PTL = 2DS-PTL = 2US-PTL = 
2AS-PTL = RECOG. 
Proof. Only the equality 2DS-PTL = 2NS-PTL was not mentioned before. This has 
been proved in [13]. [] 
6. Alternating two-way backtracking pushdown tree automata 
Deterministic two-way backtracking pushdown automata (2db-pta) were intro- 
duced in [11]. These automata re similar to 2as-pta's with the following important 
difference. The pushdown has two tracks; a standard one for storing information 
for future reference, and an extra track for storing pointers to the nodes of the input 
tree. The machine can push the pushdown store while moving up or down the tree; 
at that time, the (pointer to the) node is pushed along with a symbol of the pushdown 
alphabet. When popping, the automaton 'backtracks', that is, continues its operation 
at the node that appears at the top of the pushdown immediately after the pop. 
In this section, 2db-pta's are extended by adding the features of alternation, 
nondeterminism, and universality. Since some of the proofs of the results in this 
section are similar to those given either in [11] or in a previous ection of this paper, 
we will mainly outline our arguments. 
Definition 6.1. An alternating two-way backtracking pushdown tree automaton (2ab- 
pta) is a construct M = (Q, U, Z, F, 8, qo, Zo, F), where Q is a finite, nonempty set 
of states, U _ Q is the set of universal states (states in Q - U are called existential), 
is a ranked input alphabet, F is the pushdown alphabet, qo ~ Q is the initial state, 
Zo ~ F is the bottom (initial) pushdown symbol, F _ Q is the set of accepting states, 
and 8 is the transition function /~: QxZ xF-> ~(Qx D), where (the instruction 
set) D= {pop}u{(/, a ) ] - I  <~ i<<-m, and = 1 if i=0  and [al = 2 otherwise} with 
m the maximal j such that Zj # ~. 
An instantaneous description (ID) of M on a tree t in T~ is a quadruple (q, a,/3, t) 
where q e Q, a is a (nonnecessarily simple) path in t: a = (n~, . . . ,  nk) with nl the 
root of t and nk the currently scanned node, and/3 = y~ . . .  Yk ~ F* is the contents 
of the pushdown store (yi e F). Universal, existential, accepting, and rejecting ID's 
are defined in exactly the same way as for 2as-pta's in the previous ection. 
For two ID's I = (q, (n l , . . . ,  nk), y/3~, t) and J = (p, (n~, . . . ,  nt),//2, t) with nk 
labeled or and y ~ F we define It-MJ if either of the following holds: 
(1) (p, (j, T~Y2)) ~ #(q, or, y);/32 = Y~Y2/3~, l = k+ 1, and n~ is the j th son of nk if 
j i> 1 or the father of nk if j = --1. 
(2) (p, (0, yl))~ 6(q, or, y); ~2= y~/3~, != k, and nt=nk. 
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(3) (p, pop) ~ 8(q, cr, y); f12 = ill, I = k -  I, and nt = nk_1 if k> I; if k = I, then 
I=(q , (n l ) ,T , t )~MJ=(p , ( ) ,  A, t). 
The reflexive, transitive closure of F-M is denoted by F-*. The concepts of com- 
putation tree, accepting (rejecting) computation tree, and acceptance are defined 
as in Section 5 (and in Section 4). The nondeterministic, universal, deterministic 
variants of 2ab-pta's are denoted respectively by 2nb-pta, 2ub-pta, 2db-pta and the 
corresponding families of automata nd languages are denoted using the same 
conventions as we have used so far. For example, 2UB-PTL is the class of all tree 
languages recognizable by 2ub-pta's. 
In [11] it is shown that 2DB-PTL = RECOG. In this section we show that all four 
classes of two-way bracktracking pushdown tree automata re equipotent, i.e., they 
all recognize RECOG. Instead of having one very involved construction we break 
our argument into three parts. The proof of part three, Theorem 6.4, is an adaptation 
of a proof in [11] where it is shown that any one-state 2db-pta can be simulated 
bv a 2uta. 
Theorem 6.2. For any 2ab-pta there is an equivalent 2nb-pta. 
Lemma 6.3. For any 2nb-pta there is an equivalent one-state 2nb-pta. 
Theorem 6.4. For any one-state 2nb-pta there is an equivalent 2ata. 
Proofsketch of Theorem 6.2. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2 with 
the following differences: 
(i) The structure of the pushdown store is slightly different. The simulating 
machine N will have its pushdown symbols consist of four components, the addi- 
tional component will store the (pointers to the) nodes of the input tree. This has 
to be taken care of during simulation. 
(ii) Instead of functions DOWN and UP we should have now similarly (but not 
identically) defined functions PUSH and PoP (respectively). The former should 
include all the moves except he pop-moves; the latter should store the pop-moves. 
(iii) The main program should be modified to incorporate the possibility of 
pushing and simultaneous moving up (in the input tree) and, for the pop situation, 
the automaton should be able to move up or down the tree depending on the (pointer 
to the) node in the pushdown store (after the pop). [] 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Without loss of generality we may assume that the 2nb-pta 
has a single accepting state and has no stay-moves (i.e. in each transition, the 
automaton moves either up or down the tree). Let M = (Q, ~, 2~, F, 8, q,, Zo, {q~}) 
be the given 2nb-pta. We construct N = ({s}, ~), Y, A, 8, s, Zo, {s}), where A = {Zo} u 
Q x F x Q and 8 is defined as follows: 
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(a) If (p, (i, ~,1~,2)) £ 8(qo, or, Z0), then (s, (i, (p, ~/,, q)(q, ~/2, qF)))e 8(S, or, Zo) for 
all q £ Q. 
(b) If ( p, pop) ~ 8( qo, or, Zo), then ( s, pop) £ 8( s, or, Zo). 
(c) If (q',(i, ~/lV2))~ 8(q, or, Z), then (s,(i,(q',~/bp')(p', "yE, p)))£8(s,  or,(q,Z,p)) 
for all p and p' in Q. 
(d) If (p, pop)£ 8(q, tr, Z), then (s, pop)e ~(s, or, (q, Z, p)). 
Intuitively, N keeps the finite control information of M on its pushdown store, 
including a guess as to the state after the current pushdown square is popped. [] 
Outline of proof of Theorem 6.4. Let M = ({s}, 0, Z, F, 8, s, Zo, {s}) be the given 
one-state 2nb-pta. We can assume without loss of generality that M has no stay 
instructions. For each or ~ Z and Z ~ F we construct a finite visit-tree that represents 
all the possible subsequent visits to a node labeled or (in the input tree) and to a 
pushdown square from the time it is pushed (and then it carries Z) until it is popped. 
(i) The root of the visit-tree is labeled by Z. 
(ii) Let a node of the visit-tree be labeled by Y (in F). 
(a) If (s, (i, yly2)) ~ B(s, or, Y), then create a son of Y and label it by y2. 
(b) If (s, pop) ~ 8(s, or, Y), then create a son of Y and label it "pop". 
(c) For each son of Y that is not labeled by "pop", check if its label occurs 
on the path from the root of the visit-tree to the node labeled by Y. If it does, 
relabel that node by "loop". 
Clearly, the visit-tree corresponding to or and Z is a finite tree whose leaves are 
labeled by "pop", "loop", or A £ F for which 8(s, or, A) = 0. 
1st instruction 
set 
instruction 
set 
3rd 
set  
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Fig. 4. 
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Let H,,,z be the set of all root-to-pop-leaf paths through the visit-tree corresponding 
to or and Z. For 7r ~ II~.z, l(~r) is the sequence of labels of the nodes along 7r; thus, 
l(1r) is of the form Za(pop),  where a ~ F*. Now, let l(Tr)= ZZ1 . . .  Zk(pop) and 
let the sequence of moves 'defining' ~r in the visit-tree be as follows: 
(s, 8(s, or, z ) ,  
(s, (i2,z z2))  8(s, or, zl),  
( s, ( z z,, ) ) 8 ( s, or, zk_  o , 
(s, pop)a 8(s, or, Zk). 
Think of (ij, Z~) as an instruction for the 2ata saying: go to ijth son if/ j  I> 1 and to 
the father if ij = -  1 in state Z~. Then, 7r induces a set of instructions 
instr(Ir) = {(il, Z~) , . . . ,  (ik, Z~)} 
that should lead to successful termination (i.e., they should be and-ed). Different 
paths of II,~,z induce different instruction sets which should be or-ed between 
themselves. All these instructions should be organized by introducing new existential 
and universal states (different for each or ~ Z and Z ~ F) according to Fig. 4, where 
3 (V) in a node means a new existential (universal) state. [] 
Corollary 6.5. 2DB-PTL = 2UB-PTL = 2NB-PTL = 2AB-PTL = RECOG. 
7. Summary 
In this paper we have studied the effect of alternation on several varieties of tree 
automata. We have seen that once the pushdown facility is available (either synchron- 
ized or backtracking), alternation provides no additional power. In the absence of 
pushdown, alternation (and universality) define new classes of tree languages. 
Altogether, we have distinguished between five families of tree languages as shown 
in Fig. 5. The diagram is correct because the finite language {S(ab), S(ba)} is in 
2DTL and not in DTI"L, while the language L of Example 4.2 is not in 2NTL but 
certainly in DTrL. 
RECOG / \  
2NTL 2UTL \ / \  
2DTL DTrL 
Fig. 5. 
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In [3] it is proved that alternating finite state automata define only regular sets. 
Our results have a similar flavor with respect o recognizable tree languages. 
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